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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of ,nding a minimum cost schedule for a set of dependent
activities when a convex cost function is attached to the starting time of each activity. A ,rst
optimality necessary and su/cient condition bearing on the head and tail blocks of a schedule
is ,rst established. A second such condition that uses the spanning active equality trees of a
schedule leads to design a generic algorithm for the general case. When the cost function is the
usual earliness–tardiness linear function with assymetric and independent penalty coe/cients, the
problem is shown to be solved in O(nmax{n; m}). Finally, the special cases when the precedence
graph is an intree or a family of chains are then also shown to be solved by e/cient polynomial
algorithms. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Scheduling dependent tasks with no resource limitations is the most basic scheduling
problem. When the schedules are measured by a regular objective function, then the
earliest schedule where the starting time of a task is the value of the longest path
ending at that task in the valued precedence graph is optimal. In that case either the
program evaluation and research technique (PERT) or the critical path method (CPM)
[3] method are well-known e/cient algorithms to get an optimal solution. However,
regular criteria are not right to some applications such as Production Management
where each task has a target starting time and a cost function measures the deviation
of the schedule time from the target time.
In order to derive a lower bound for the RCPSP scheduling problem [4], Mohring
et al. consider in [8] the case where each task must be scheduled at an integer time
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and where a cost wjt is incurred if task j is started at time t. Then, if all the tasks
must be completed by time T , it is shown that ,nding a minimum cost schedule may
be performed in polynomial time provided that the problem encoding is (nT ). In [1],
the authors consider the general integer dual network Dow problem with convex cost
functions and give an O(nm log n log(nU )) (where U is the largest magnitude of the
upper and lower bounds of all the variables) time algorithm, which is presently known
to solve the problem with the lowest complexity.
The scheduling problem that is investigated in this paper does not assume that the
tasks must have integer starting times. The cost function attached to its task is simply
assumed to be convex. A generic algorithm which iteratively inserts a new task in the
optimal schedule of the current subproblem is ,rst proposed.
In this paper, we do not assume that tasks must be started at integer times but the cost
function of each task is assumed to be convex. Section 1 introduces the problem and
some notations. In Section 2, the problem is imbedded in a slightly more general graph
problem allowing a formulation in terms of searching an optimal tension. In Section 3,
the equality graph and its blocks are de,ned and used to formulate a necessary and
su/cient condition for a solution to be optimal. In Section 4, the previous optimality
condition is revisited and made computationally more e/cient by de,ning the notion of
an active equality tree. Section 5 makes heavy use of active equality trees to propose a
generic algorithm solving the problem with arbitrary convex cost functions. In the last
section, the special case of the linear earliness–tardiness cost function with assymetric
and independent penalty coe/cients is considered. The problem is shown to be solvable
in O(n max{n; m}) and e/cient variants are proposed for some special cases.
1. Problem denition and notations
Let O= {0; 1; 2; : : : ; n} be a set of operations. For each i∈O, pi denotes the process-
ing time of operation i. A precedence graph, that is a direct acyclic graph, G=(O; A)
is also given. Operation 0 is the source operation, it has a null duration (p0 = 0) and
is the starting node of a path to every other operation i¿0. Note that the existence
of operation 0 ensures that G is connected. A schedule is a function  :O→R+ such
that (0)= 0 and for all (i; j)∈A, (j)¿(i)+pi. The value (i) represents the start
time of operation i. Let  be the set of all the schedules. With each operation i of O
is associated a cost function ci :R+→R which is assumed to be convex. The value
ci(t) is the cost of operation i if it starts at time t. The source operation has no cost,
i.e: ∀ t ∈R+, c0(t)= 0. The cost of a schedule is then de,ned as follows:
c :  → R




The problem is to ,nd a schedule  with a minimum cost. Using the three-,eld notation
of Graham et al. [7] it may be denoted by P∞| prec; fj convex|
∑
fj. We will use
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the shorter notation PERTCONV for the problem and we will denote by (G;p; c) a
generic instance of PERTCONV. Note that this problem is a basic scheduling problem
since no resource constraint is involved.
2. An extended graph problem
It is well known that in a scheduling problem with precedence constraints, the sched-
ule function  is a potential of the precedence graph [2]. The tension  that may be
attached to the potential  is then de,ned by ∀(i; j)∈A : ij = (j)− (i). Conversely,
if  is a tension of G, there is a unique potential  such that (0)= 0. The potential
 is simply de,ned by exploring the graph from 0 and by setting (j)= (i) + ij
if node j is visited from node i.
We now consider the slightly more general problem PERTCONVG where, given a
valuation pij attached to each arc (i; j) of G, one searches for a tension  satisfying
pij6ij for each (i; j)∈A such that
∑
i∈O ci((i)) is minimum. Note that by choosing
pij =pi for each (i; j)∈A, we get the generic instance of PERTCONV.
The arcs of G may be numeroted from 1 to m so that the pij (resp. ij) can be
considered as the coordinates of a vector p (resp. ) in Rm. The minimal tension pij
of the arc (i; j) will be called a duration, by analogy with our scheduling problem.
In the rest of the paper, the usual vector of {−1; 0; 1}m associated with a simple
chain =(x1; : : : ; xl) of G will also be denoted by  [2]. If  is a tension and if  is




ijij = (b)− (a):
The instance (G;p; c) of PERTCONVG can ,nally be formulated as
min c()
s:t:  is a tension of G;
¿ p:
(1)
The tension space of G is a vector space with dimension n − 1 and it can be easily
proved that c() is a convex function of . As a consequence, (1) is a convex
program and its solution value is the minimum value of a convex function de,ned
on a polyhedron. It thus may be computed by general algorithms for such convex
programs. Our goal in this paper is to derive speci,c properties of optimal schedules
that yield to a better algorithm to solve PERTCONVG.
3. The equality graph and its blocks
Let us consider a schedule  of the instance (G;p; c) of PERTCONVG. The equal-
ity graph of , denoted by G= , is the graph (O; A
=
 ) where A
=
 = {(i; j)∈A | (j) −
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Fig. 1. B1 is late, B2 is strictly late and B is not strictly late.
(i)=pij}. A block B of the schedule  (also called a -block) is a subset of O whose
induced subgraph in G= is connected. The start time (B) of the block B is mini∈B (i).
The cost function cB; of B, which is de,ned as cB;(t)=
∑
i∈B ci(t + (i)− (B)) is
clearly convex since the functions ci are convex.
If B⊂O is a subset of operations of G, let −G (B) (resp. +G (B)) be the subset of
the operations that are predecessors (resp. successors) in G of at least one task of B.
A head block H is a block such that −G= (H)⊂H . Similarly, a tail block T is a block
such that +G= (T )⊂T . A block is said to be maximum if it is both a head and a tail
block. A maximum block is clearly a connected component of G= . So the maximum
blocks de,ned by a schedule form a partition of O. The partition derived from  will
be called the -partition.
A -block is early if (B)= 0 or if, for any t ∈ [0; (B)], cB;(t)¿cB;((B)). A
block is late if for any t¿(B), cB;(t)¿cB;((B)). A block which is not late (resp.
early) is said to be strictly early (resp. strictly late). A block is on time if it is both
early and late. A maximum block is said to be justi9ed if all its head blocks are early
and if all its tail blocks are late. A justi,ed block is clearly on time. At last, a schedule
is said to be justi9ed if all its maximum blocks are justi,ed.
It is obvious from the de,nitions that a strictly late (resp. strictly early) block is
late (resp. early). Let us now assume that the blocks B1 and B2 make a partition of a
block B. If B1 and B2 are late then B is late. If the cost function cB have a derivative,
then B is strictly late (resp. strictly early) if and only if c′B((B))¿0 (resp. ¡0).
Assume now that B1 is late and that B2 is strictly late and let = (B2)− (B1)¿0.
Then for any time t, we have that cB(t)= cB1 (t) + cB2 (t + ). So if the cost functions
cB1 and cB2 have derivatives, then we have that B is strictly late since c′B((B))¿0.
That property is no longer true in the general case. Consider for example the 2 cost
functions represented in Fig. 1. We clearly see that B1 is late, B2 is strictly late and B
is late but not strictly late. Of course, we have similar properties for early and strictly
early blocks.
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Lemma 1. Any optimal schedule is justi9ed.
Proof. If a schedule  is not justi,ed then either a head block is strictly late or a
tail block is strictly early. We only consider the case of a strictly late head block H
since the other case may be treated symmetrically. Let  min = min{ij − pij | i∈O −
H ; j∈H ; (i; j)∈A}. If this set is empty let  min be +∞. Since H is a head block, we
have  min¿0. Since H is strictly late there is a date t0¡(H) such that cH;(t0)¡cH;
((H)). Since cH; is convex, for all t ∈ [t0; (H)[, cH;(t)¡cH;((H)). Let ′ be
the new value of  when the start times of all the operations in H are decreased
by != min( min ; (H) − t0). From the de,nitions of ′ and !, we have that ′ is a
feasible schedule and that the two functions cH; and cH;′ are the same, which proves
that cH;((H))¿cH;′(′(H)). Since for any operation j =∈H we have ′(j)= (j)
we ,nally get c(′)¡c().
Theorem 2. Any justi9ed schedule is optimal.
Proof. Let  and ′ be two justi,ed schedules and  and ′ their respective tension
vectors. Let ! be the schedule associated with the tension !+(1−!)′. We are going
to show that c(!) is invariant when ! varies in [0; 1]. If !ij+(1−!)′ij =pij for some
!∈ ]0; 1[ and (i; j)∈A, the inequalities pij6ij and pij6′ij imply that ij = ′ij =pij.
So any block of ! is a block of both  and ′. As a consequence, the !-partition
is a re,ned partition of both the -partition and the ′-partition (see Fig. 2). The !-
partition does not change when ! varies in ]0; 1[ but some of its blocks may be stuck
together in the -partition or in the ′-partition. Let B be a maximum block of the
! partition. When ! varies from 0 to 1, all the operations of the block B are simply
time-shifted by the same amount (′(B)−(B)). As a consequence, the three functions
cB;, cB;′ and cB;! are the same.
Let (B1; : : : ; Bb) be the list of the maximum !-blocks ordered by non-decreasing
values of |′(B)−(B)|. We show that last block Bb has a constant cost when ! varies
in [0; 1] and that if the property is true for the last k blocks, it is also true for block
Bb−k .
We ,rst show that Bb has a constant cost when ! varies. Let i? be an operation in
Bb. We can assume, without loss of generality, that ′(i?)¿(i?). We claim that Bb
is a -tail block. Indeed, assume that (i; j)∈A with i∈Bb and j =∈Bb. If ij =pij then
we have ′ij¿pij (otherwise j∈Bb). So we get ′(i) + ′ij − ((i) + ij)= ′(i?) −
(i?) + ′ij − pij¿|′(i?) − (i?)|, which is a contradiction. So we have ij¿pij,
which shows that Bb is a -tail block. Symmetrically, it may be shown that Bb is
also a ′-head block. Since  and ′ are justi,ed, the minimum of the (convex) cost
function cBb;  is reached before (Bb) and the minimum of cBb; ′ is reached after
′(Bb). Since cBb; = cBb; ′ , these two functions are constant (and minimum) on the
interval [(Bb); ′(Bb)] and
∑
i∈Bb ci(
!(i)) is invariant when ! varies in [0; 1].
Let us now assume that the k last blocks have a constant cost when ! varies in [0; 1].
Let us denote by B the block Bb−k and let i be an operation in B. Once again, we can
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Fig. 2. The schedules  and ′ and the -, ′- and !-partitions of O.
assume, without loss of generality, that ′(i)¿(i). If there are two operations i1 ∈B
and j1 =∈B such that (i1; j1)∈A and i1j1 =pi1j1 , we know that ′(j1)−(j1)¿′(i1)−
(i1). So the maximum !-block B1 that contains j1 has a constant cost when ! varies.
Now, if there are two operations i2 ∈B∪B1 and j2 =∈B∪B1 such that (i2; j2)∈A and
i2j2 =pi2j2 , we know that j2 ∈B2 where B2 is a !-block whose cost is constant when
! varies. By iterating the process, we build a block B∪B1 ∪ · · · ∪BK (06K6k) that
is a -tail block such that the cost of B1 ∪ · · · ∪BK is constant when ! varies. In
the schedule , B1; : : : ; BK are at their minimum cost so that the minimum of the cost
function cB; is before (B). Symmetrically, the minimum of cB;′ is after ′(B), which
proves that the cost of B is constant when ! varies.
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Fig. 3. The active tree T of a block and the active arc (2; 4) of T.
We thus have proved that the cost of each maximum !-block is constant when !
varies. So c(!) is constant and in particular c()= c(′).
4. Active equality trees
Theorem 2 gives a necessary and su/cient condition for a schedule to be optimal.
Unfortunately, in general graphs, the number of head and tail blocks is not polynomialy
bounded. So, in this section, spanning active equality trees are introduced so that the
optimality of a schedule may be veri,ed in polynomial time.
Let  be a schedule and G= be its equality graph. The special subgraphs of G
=
 which
are trees will be called the equality trees of G= . Let us consider such an equality tree
T=(BT; AT). For each arc (i; j) of AT, BT is divided into two subsets corresponding
to the two subtrees obtained from T if the arc (i; j) is removed. Let B−T; i (resp. B
+
T; j)
be the block of operations that contains i (resp. j). The arc (i; j) is said to be active
if B−T; i is early and B
+
T; j is late (cf. Fig. 3). An active equality tree is an equality tree
whose all arcs are active. Since the tree (i; ∅) is active for any i∈B, each subgraph
of G= contains at least one active tree. Finally, a spanning active equality tree is an
active equality tree that covers all the nodes of a connected component of G= .
Theorem 3. A schedule is optimal if and only if each maximum block is on time and
can be covered by a spanning active equality tree.
Proof. (⇐) We ,rst consider the case when each original cost function ci has a deriva-
tive. Let us consider an on-time maximum block B that is covered by a spanning active
equality tree T=(B; AT). Let H ( B be a head block of B. The restriction of T to H
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has one or several connected components. Let C be such a connected component. Since
H is a head block and C ⊆H , there is no arc (i; j)∈AT such that i∈B−C and j∈C.
Let A+C be the set of the outgoing arcs of C that is A
+
C = {(i; j)∈AT | i∈C; j∈B−C}.
For each (i; j)∈A+C , the arc (i; j) is active so that B+T; j is late. The set C and the
sets B+T; j for each (i; j)∈A+C form a partition of B. So if C was strictly late, B
would be strictly late. So C is early. Since H is the union of early disjoint sub-
sets, it is early. Similarly, any tail block of B is late. That shows that the schedule 
is optimal.
Consider now the general case. Since each cost function ci is convex, we know that
ci is the uniform limit of a sequence of functions cni each of which has a derivative.
Let us denote by In the instance (G;p; cn) of PERTCONVG and notice that the set of
feasible schedules of In does not depend on n and is the same as the set of feasible
schedules of the original instance I =(G;p; c). So let  be a schedule such that each
maximal block B of  is on-time and covered by a spanning active tree T (B) for the
instance I . From the de,nition of early and late blocks, we have that for su/ciently
large n, each T (B) is also a spanning tree of the maximal block B of  which is
active for the instance In. So we get from the ,rst part of the proof that for su/ciently
large n, the schedule  is an optimal schedule of In. But in turn, this implies that the
schedule  is also an optimal schedule for the instance I .
It is more tedious to prove that any justi,ed maximum block B of an optimal
schedule  can be covered by a spanning active equality tree. We ,rst show that this
is true for an easy special case.
Lemma 4. If the subgraph induced by a connected component B of G= is a tree then
this tree is a spanning active equality tree.
Proof. Assume that the subgraph induced by a connected component B of G= is a tree
T. For any arc (i; j) of T; B−i;T and B
+
j;T are, respectively, a head block and a tail
block of B. Since B is justi,ed, B−i;T is early and B
+
j;T is late, which shows that (i; j)
is active. So T is a spanning active equality tree.
The proof now consists in slightly modifying the instance of the problem so that
there is no cycle in the new equality graph and then to prove, using the continuity
of the cost functions of the blocks, that an active equality tree for the initial instance
may be built. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B=O. Otherwise each
maximum block can be treated as a separated problem.
Let C be the set of all the simple cycles of the precedence graph G, let C0 = {∈C |
〈; p〉=0} and let C+ =C − C0. If C0 is empty then G= contains no cycle. So each
block of an optimal schedule  can be covered by a spanning active equality tree. Let
us now assume that C0 has K¿0 cycles respectively denoted by 1; : : : ; K . If C+ = ∅,
we de,ne ( as min∈C+ |〈; p〉|, otherwise we let (=+∞. From the de,nition of C+,
we know that ( is strictly positive.
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The modi,ed instance denoted by (G;p ; c) is then de,ned by substituting the dura-
tions vector p to p in the initial instance (G;p; c) where p is de,ned by the following
algorithm:
p ←p
for each k ∈ [1; K] do
choose an arc (i; j) in k
p ij←p ij +  2k
end
Lemma 5. For any  ∈ ]0; ([; the equality graph of the instance (G;p ; c) has no cycle.
Proof. For any  ; 〈; p 〉= 〈; p〉+∑Kk=1 k =2k where each k ∈{−1; 0; 1}. If ∈C+;
|〈; p 〉| ¿ |〈; p〉|−∑Kk=1  =2k ¿ ( − (1 − 1=2K) , that is |〈; p 〉|¿0 if  ∈ ]0; ([.
If ∈C0; |〈; p 〉|= |∑Kk=1 k=2k | . Since ∈C0, there is a least one k =0 so that
|〈; p 〉|¿0.
With these two lemmas, we can complete the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. (⇐) The convex program formulation (1) of the problem shows
that when  varies in [0; ([, there exists a continuous function
[0; ([ → RO
 →  
that returns for any  ∈ [0; (] an optimal schedule  of the instance (G;p ; c). From
Lemmas 4 and 5, we know that, if 0¡ ¡(, every maximum block of  is covered
by a spanning active equality tree. Let SB be the set of the equality trees T included
in the connected component B of G= for which there exists an in,nite sequence  n
such that
1. limn→+∞  n=0,
2. for all n∈N; T is an active equality tree of G= n .
SB is not empty because it contains at least the trees with a single operation. Let T1
be a tree in SB with the maximum number of vertices and let B1 be the set of the
operations covered by T1.
If B=B1 then for all n∈N; T1 is an equality tree of G= n that covers B. So, from
the continuity of the cost functions ci, we derive that T1 is a spanning active equality
tree for the instance (G;p; c).
We now assume that B1 ( B. Let (i; j) be an arc linking B1 and B− B1. Since |B1|
is maximum, there is a constant !ij 6 ( such that for any  6 !ij, the arc (i; j) is
not an arc of G= . let (
′=min{!ij | (i; j) links B1 and B− B1}. We have (′ 6 ( and,
for any  ∈ ]0; (′[, there is no arc linking B1 and B− B1 in G= . This implies that for
su/ciently small  :
1. the block B1 is on time for the instance (G;p ; c),
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2. the restriction of  to the operations of B−B1 is an optimal schedule of the instance
(G(B− B1); p ; c),
3. T1 is an active equality tree of the instance (G;p ; c).
where (G(B− B1) is the notation for the subgraph of G induced by B− B1. From the
continuity of the cost functions of the blocks we may derive that
1. the block B1 is on time for the instance (G;p; c),
2. the restriction of  to the operations of B−B1 is an optimal schedule of the instance
(G(B− B1); p; c),
3. T1 is an active equality tree of the instance (G;p; c).
So we can now iterate the preceding process to the instance (G(B − B1); p; c). By
de,ning T2 as the greatest tree in SB−B1 and B2 as the set covered by T2, the subset
B−B1 is in turn partitioned into B2 and B−B1−B2. Using induction we ,nally have
that B is partitioned into a (,nite) sequence of blocks B1; B2; : : : ; Bk . Each block Bi is
covered by an active equality tree Ti and is on time for the instance (G;p; c). Since
B is connected, we may arbitrarily link these trees to get a spanning active equality
tree.
5. A generic algorithm
5.1. Description
Let (G;p; c) be an arbitrary instance of PERTCONVG and assume that the operations
of G are sorted in a topological order. The algorithm to ,nd an optimal schedule will
iteratively transform an optimal schedule k−1 for the problem restricted to the ,rst
k − 1 operations into an optimal schedule k for the problem restricted to the ,rst k
operations by ,rst introducing operation k at the earliest time compatible with k−1
and then making some adapted block operations (shift, merging, : : :) until the su/cient
and necessary conditions of Theorem 3 are satis,ed. In the following description of
the insertion algorithm, the notation k−1 is simply shortened to , which is called the
current schedule. In the same way, k is referred to as the new schedule.
Let !k be a target start time of k, that is a date t for which ck(t) is minimum. If
for any (i; k)∈A; !k ¿ (i)+pik , the operation k can be scheduled at its target start
time. The new schedule is build by simply setting (k) to !k without modifying the
(i)-values for i¡k. This schedule is optimal because the former maximum blocks are
not modi,ed and the new block has only one on-time operation.
Otherwise, operation k is added to the block B that contains one direct predecessor
operation i of k for which (i) + pik is maximum. This block B∪{i} is denoted by
B? and called the current block. If B∗ is on time, then the current schedule is optimal
(see Lemma 6). So we are going to shift B? left in order to make it on time. From
Theorem 3, B has a spanning active equality tree T. If vertex k and arc (i; k) are
added to T, a new tree T? is obtained. It covers B? but it may be non-active. For
instance, in Fig. 4, the insertion of operation 3 makes arc (1; 2) inactive because {1; 3}
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Fig. 4. A 3-active tree.
is late whereas {1} was early. That is the reason why we introduce the following new
de,nition:
Denition 1. A spanning equality tree T of a block B is k-active if k is an exit node
of B and if for any arc (i; j) of T; B+T; j is late and B
−
T; i − {k} is early.
T? is clearly k-active. In Fig. 4, the spanning tree is 3-active. When B? is left-
shifted, its k-active spanning tree is maintained. The following lemma states that T?
becomes active when B? becomes on time.
Lemma 6. Let T be a k-active spanning equality tree of a block B. If B is on time
then T is a spanning active equality tree of B.
Proof. We ,rst assume that every cost function ci has a derivative. Let (i; j) be an arc
of T. If k ∈B+T; j ; B−T; i−{k}=B−T; i is early so that (i; j) is active. Otherwise, k ∈B−T; i.
Since T is k-active, B+T; j is late. If B
−
T; i was strictly late, B=B
−
T; i ∪B+T; j would be
strictly late. So B−T; i is early and (i; j) is active. Thus, T is a spanning active equality
tree of B.
In the general case, we de,ne the instance In=(G;p; cn) where for any operation i,
the function cni has a derivative and the sequence of the functions c
n
i uniformly tends
to ci. For su/ciently large n, we have that T is k-active and B is on-time. So from
the ,rst part of the proof we get that T is active with respect to the instance In. Thus
T is also active with respect to the original instance I .
The left shift of B? will stop when one of the three following events occurs:
E1. The current block is early.
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E2. The current block is not a maximum block.
E3. The current block is not covered by a k-active equality tree.
Moreover, it will be shown that, at any time, the schedule is feasible. At any step of
the algorithm, a spanning active (or k-active) equality tree which we denote by T(B)
is associated with each block B.
When the initial current block is created, it is late, maximum, covered by the k-active
equality tree T? and the associated schedule is feasible.
If an E1-event occurs then B? is on time and the schedule is optimal (Theorem 3
and Lemma 6).
The E2-event occurs when the equality graph is modi,ed because the tension ij of
at least one arc (i; j)∈A becomes equal to pij. Such an arc (i; j) clearly satis,es i =∈B?
and j∈B?. Let B be the block that contains i. B is on time. So we get a k-active
spanning equality tree of B? ∪B by linkingT?B andTB with the active arc (i; j). Unless
more than one E2-events occur at the same time (in which case they are processed
separately), the block B? ∪B is maximum. This block becomes the new current block
(B?←B? ∪B). All the other blocks are still justi,ed. If the new current block is
not late then an E1-event occurs and the current schedule is optimal. Otherwise, the
algorithm proceeds to the left-shifting of the new current block B?. Since the E2-event
occurs each time a tension ij becomes equal to pij, the schedule  remains feasible.
When an E3-event occurs, at least one active arc of T? becomes non-k-active (or
k-inactive). If several arcs become simultaneously k-inactive, one event per arc is
triggered and each event is processed separately. Let (i; j) be an arc that becomes
k-inactive. Let B−=B−
T?; i and B
+ =B+
T?; j. The block B
− − {k} (the same as B− if
k ∈B−), that was early before the E3-event occurs, stays of course early, which means
that the block B+ (that was previously late) becomes strictly early when E3 occurs.
Since the cost functions are continuous, B+ is at its minimum cost at this time.
If k ∈B+, the block B− is early and not strictly early since otherwise B?=B− ∪B+
would be strictly early. So B− is on time as well as B+. Thus B? is on time and an
E1-event has also occurred at the same time as the E3-event. So the schedule is optimal.
Let us now assume that k ∈B−. The following lemma shows that B+ is justi,ed.
Lemma 7. When E3 occurs; B+ is justi9ed.
Proof. Let us ,rst assume that every cost function ci has a derivative. We are going
to prove that the subtree T+ of T? that covers B+ is active. Let (i′; j′) be an arc of
T+ and let us de,ne b−=B−T+ ; i′ and b
+ =B+T+ ; j′ . Since B
+ = b+ ∪ b−; j is either in
b+ or in b−. If j∈ b+ (Fig. 5(a)), b−=B−T+ ; i′ =B−T; i′ and k ∈ b−. Since T is k-active,
b− is early. If b+ was strictly early, B+ would be strictly early, which is not true. So
b+ is late and (i′; j′) is active. Symmetrically, if j∈ b− (Fig. 5(b)), b+ =B+T+ ; j′ =B+T; j′
and k ∈ b+. So, b+ is late. b− is early (otherwise B+ would be strictly late). So (i′; j′)
is active. Finally, we have shown that T+ is active, that is B+ is justi,ed.
In the general case, we follow the same of reasoning than in the proof of Lemma 6
to show that the property is still true.
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Fig. 5. Proof of Lemma 7.
So, when E3 occurs (and if E1 does not occur at the same time), B+ becomes
a justi,ed maximum block of the schedule and B− becomes the current block to be
left-shifted.
5.2. A sample execution
We consider a problem with 5 tasks that have the following convex cost functions
and durations:
i pi† ci(t) !i
1 4 t2 − 14t 7
2 10 t2 − 26t 13
3 5 2t2 − 32t 8
4 7 t2 − 20t 10
5 5 t2 − 2t 1
† ∀(i; j), pij =pi
There are 5 precedence arcs: (1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 5); (3; 4) and (3; 5) (cf. Fig. 6). The
operations are already sorted in a topological order and operation 0 is not represented.
It is inserted ,rst in the schedule at (0)= 0.
Operation 1 is then inserted at (1)=!1 = 7 (Fig. 6(a)). Since !2 = 13¿(1) +
p1 = 11, operation 2 is also inserted at its target start time (Fig. 6(b)). But next
operation 3, then, cannot be inserted at !3 because its predecessor 1 ends later. So the
current block {1; 3} is created. Its cost function is c{1;3}(t)= c1(t) + c3(t + 4)=3t2 −
30t − 96. The minimum of this function is reached for t=5, which gives (3)= 9.
At this date, operation 3 is still late and the arc (1; 3) is still active. The resulting
partial schedule is shown in Fig. 6(c). Operation 4 must also be added to the block
{1; 3} which gives a current block with three tasks. The cost function of this block is
c{1;3}(t) + c4(t + 9)=4t2 − 32t − 195. The minimum is reached for t=4 (Fig. 6(d)).
The minimum of the cost function of the block {3; 4} is reached for t=7 because
c{3;4}(t)= c3(t) + c4(t + 5)=3t2 − 42t − 75. So, (1; 3) is active.
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Fig. 6. The execution of the algorithm for an instance with 5 operations.
When operation 5 is inserted, it forms the current block {2; 5} with operation 2
(Fig. 6(e)). The cost function c2(t) + c5(t + 10)=2t2 − 8t + 80 has its minimum for
t=2 so that an E2-event occurs when the current block collides operation 1 and block
{1; 3; 4}. As a consequence, the current block becomes {1; : : : ; 5}. The cost function
of the whole block, 6t2 − 24t − 115 has a minimum for t=2 but we have seen that
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the minimum of sub-block {3; 4} is reached when operation 3 is scheduled at 7. So, at
this moment, that is when the current block is scheduled at 3 (Fig. 6(f)), an E3-event
occurs and the blocks {3; 4} is left. The new current block {1; 2; 5} has a cost function
3t2 − 6t + 80 with a minimum at t=1. At this date, operation 2 is scheduled at date
5 which proves that block {2; 5} is still late and the arc (1; 2) is still active. The arc
(2; 5) is also active (see Fig. 6(g)). The schedule shown in Fig. 6(g) is optimal with
minimum cost −145.
5.3. Termination
Since, during the execution of the algorithm, there is a ,nite number of possible
B blocks and the start time of any operation may only decrease, there is a ,nite
number of E3-events. The number of maximum blocks increases by one either when
a new operation is inserted or when an E3-event is processed. Conversely this number
decreases by one whenever an E2-event occurs. Since there is a ,nite number of E3-
events and exactly n insertions of a new operation, the number of E2-events during
an execution of the algorithm is also ,nite. So the algorithm stops. Since it seems
di/cult (maybe non possible) to bound by a function of n the time required to ,nd
the minimum of a general convex cost function, we will consider in the next section
some speci,c cost functions whose minimum is easier to ,nd.
6. Solving some special cases
6.1. Linear earliness–tardiness costs
We now assume that the cost function of each operation i is ci(t)= !i max(0; !i −
t) + *i max(t−!i; 0). Each function ci is clearly convex. !i is the target starting time
of i as de,ned in Section 5.1. !i and *i are, respectively, the earliness and tardiness
penalties of operation i.
Since each function ci is piecewise linear, the function cB; is also piecewise linear
for any block B of any schedule . A time t is said to be a singular time for cB;
if the slope of the function just before t is diKerent of the slope just after t. Simple
mathematical considerations show that cB; has at most |B| singular points and for any
singular point t, there is an operation i∈B such that t=!i + (B)− (i) (cf. Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 also indicates the diKerent slopes of the block cost function: the slope is negative
when the block is early and positive when the block is late. As a consequence, the
minimum of cB; is reached on a single singular time or on the time interval between
two consecutive singular times. These remarks yield the following lemma that gives
an upper bound on the number of events that may occur when the special case with
linear earliness–tardiness cost is solved by the generic algorithm of Section 5:
Lemma 8. There are at most 2n E2-events and n E3-events during an execution of
the generic algorithm.
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Fig. 7. The cost function of a block with three tasks.
Proof. Each time an E3-event occurs, there is a k-active arc (i; j) such that the cost of
B+
T?; j becomes minimum, which means that an operation of B
+
T?; j is also at its optimal
start time and becomes early. So each time an E3-event occurs, a task of O becomes
early. Since the start time of an operation may only be decreased, at most n E3-events
may occur during the whole execution of the algorithm.
The number of maximum blocks increases by one either when a new operation
is inserted or when an E3-event is processed. Conversely this number decreases by
one whenever an E2-event occurs. Since there are at most n E3-events and exactly
n insertions of a new operation, the number of E2-events during an execution of the
algorithm is at most 2n.
In order to maintain the spanning active equality tree T(B) of each maximum block
B, the slopes sij; (i; j)∈T(B) (where sij = c′B+T(B); j ;((B
+
T(B); j)) of the cost function of
the block B+T(B); j and the slope s(B)= c
′
B;((B)) of the cost function of the block B
are computed and updated whenever an event occurs. Thus we have to maintain:
1. the slope s(B) of the cost function of each maximum block B;
2. the spanning tree T(B) of each block B;
3. the slopes sij associated with each arc in a spanning tree;
4. the start time (i) of each operation i.
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Fig. 8. (a) The current block, (b) its spanning 7-active tree T? (c) the arcs to be updated when operation
5 is at its optimal start time. Arc labels correspond to the sets B+
T?; j
.
Since the value of a slope is modi,ed only when an operation of the block becomes
scheduled at its target starting time (Fig. 7), we introduce a new kind of event (denoted
by E4) that occurs when the start time of an operation becomes equal to its target
starting time. There are clearly at most n E4-events—one per operation—during the
global execution of the algorithm. When the E4-event occurs for operation k, the slopes
associated with all the arcs (i; j) for which k ∈B+T; j must be updated (cf. Fig. 8). The
contribution of k in the slope was “+*k” because k was late. When k becomes early
the contribution must be “−!k” (cf. Fig. 7). So each slope that must be updated must
be decreased by !k + *k . It is easy to see that the arcs that must be updated are the
arcs traversed backwards when exploring the tree from the root k (cf. Fig. 8(c)). Thus,
when the E4-event occurs for operation k, the following procedure update tree(i; )
called for i= k and =−(!k +*k) updates all the slopes in a time proportional to the
size of the current block:
procedure update tree(i; )
begin
set i visited
for each j unvisited such that (i; j) or (j; i) is active
if (j; i)∈A, sji = sji + 
update tree(j; )
end
We now show that each event may be processed in O(n) time:
• When a new operation k is inserted, it forms a maximum block B. Its start time B
is set to +∞ and the slope of B is set to *k .
• When an E2-event leads to merge the current block B? with a block B by the
means of the arc (i; j)∈A (i∈B and j∈B?), the slope of the new current block is
s(B) + s(B?). It is easy to see that the slope of any active arc may be updated by
calling successively update tree(j; s(B)) and update tree(i; s(B?)). Next, the arc
(i; j) is made k-active (T(B?) and T(B) are linked into a new tree T(B? ∪ B)),
the slope associated with (i; j) is s(B?). Finally, B? is set to B?∪B. These updates
may be computed in O(|B|+ |B?|) steps.
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• When an E3-event makes the slope of an arc (i; j) of T? negative, a new block
B+ equal to B+
T?; j is created. Let B
−=B? − B+ be the remaining block which
will form the new current block. s(B+) is of course set to the slope sij of the
arc (i; j) and s(B−) must be set to s(B?) − s(B+). Then, the arc (i; j) is made
inactive and the slopes of the arcs in T(B+) and T(B−) are updated by calling
update tree(j;−s(B−)) and update tree(i;−s(B+)). Finally, B? ← B−. These
updates are made in O(|B?|) operations.
• When an operation k is scheduled at its optimal starting time, making an E4-event
to occur, the procedure update tree(k;−!k − *k) is called.
Once an event has been processed, the next event must be searched for. An E3-event
can only be brought about by an E2-event or by an E4-event (that is an E3-event cannot
occur when the current block is moving). So the algorithm ,rst searches whether there
is an active arc with a negative slope. If so, the E3-event is triggered. Otherwise, if the
slope s(B?) of the current block is non-positive, the current block is at its right place
and the next operation (if there is one) is inserted. If the slope is positive, let 4 be the
minimum among the (i) − !i values of the operations i∈B? that are still late. The
value 4, which is the time amount before the next E4-event may be computed in O(n)
time. The value 2 = min{ij−pij | (i; j)∈A; j∈B?; i ∈B?}, which is the time amount
before the next E2-event is also computed (in O(m) time). If 2¡4, the E2-event is
triggered for the arc with the smallest ij − pij. Otherwise, the E4-event is triggered
for the next operation to be scheduled at its target start time. Before either event is
processed, the start time of each operation in B? is decreased by min(2; 4), which
may be done in O(|B?|) time.
Thus, each event is processed in O(n) time. The computation time between two
consecutive events is O(max(n; m)). Since there are O(n) events, the complexity of the
algorithm is as follows:
Theorem 9. P∞|prec|∑ ajEj + *jTj can be solved in O(nmax(n; m)) time where n is
the number of operations and m is the number of arcs in the precedence graph.
6.2. Precedence tree
We now further assume that the precedence graph is an intree (the special case
of an outtree would be processed in an analogous way). When applied to this case,
Theorem 9 yields the following complexity result.
Theorem 10. P∞|tree|∑ ajEj + *jTj can be solved in O(n2) time.
When an operation k is inserted, the only operations that may have their start time
modi,ed by this insertion are the predecessors of k in the sub-tree of G rooted at k.
As a consequence, if an E3-event occurs for an arc (i; j) then operations i and j are
predecessors of k and the operation k is necessary in B+T; j. As it has been shown
in Section 5.1, the current block is at this moment at its minimum cost. So, since
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an E3-event occurs only when an E1-event occurs, the E3-events are useless and can
be ignored. So a special algorithm for precedence trees do not have to maintain the
sij-values.
6.3. Chains of operations
We can assume, without loss of generality, there is only one chain of precedences.
If there are several chains, they can be scheduled separately. This problem has been
rather widely studied. In [6], an O(n log n) algorithm has been designed for the special
case of a common earliness and tardiness penalty coe/cient. In [5], an O(n log n) has
been designed for the special case when the penalty coe/cients are assymetric and
task independent. Finally, an O(nm) algorithm, where m is the number of clusters, has
been designed in [9] for the general case. The O(n log n) algorithm which is derived
here from the generic algorithm is an extension of the algorithm given in [5] to the
general case of assymetric and task-dependent penalty costs.
We have a complete order between the operations in O which corresponds to their
numerotation. A block is formed by consecutively numeroted operations that are sched-
uled without inbetween idle time. If we know the start time of each block and its ,rst
operation, we know all the schedule. As for precedence trees, the E3-events can be
ignored. We are going to show that the search of the next event and the processing
of each event can be computed in O(log n) time if we maintain for each block B the
following data:
1. its slope s(B);
2. its start time (B);
3. its ,rst operation f(B);
4. the distance  (B) between (B) and the end of the previous block;
5. a binomial heap that contains all the late operations of B. The key of operation
j∈B is (∑i¡j pi)− !j.
A binomial heap is used because the three operations “insertion”, “suppression of the
minimum” and “merging of two heaps” can be processed in O(log n) time. Initially,
the block B= {0} with the values s(B)=−∞, (B)= 0, f(B)= 0 and  (B)=+∞ is
created. We can observe that these four values will remain unchanged when the other
operations are inserted (even if they are added to this block).
During the execution of the algorithm, the current block B? is always the last
block. All the blocks can be stored in a “reverse” list so that we can access to the
predecessor of each block. When a new operation k is inserted, we create the current
block B?= {k}, its parameters can be initialized in constant time. When an E2-event
occurs for the arc (f(B?)−1; f(B?)), where f(B?)−1 is the last operation of the block
B that precedes B?, the new current block becomes B∪B? with a slope s(B)+ s(B?),
a start time (B), a ,rst operation f(B) and a distance  (B) to its predecessor. The
heaps of B and B? are merged to create the new current block. When the E4-event
occurs for the operation i, that operation is extracted from the heap of the current block
and s(B) is decreased by !i + *i.
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In order to estimate the next event we notice that 2 is equal to  (B?) and that we




i¡j pi)−!j. If we initialize
an array with the values
∑
i¡j pi for each j then 4 can be computed in O(log n) time.
So we get the following result.
Theorem 11. P∞|chains|∑ !jEj + *jTj can be solved in O(n log n) time.
7. Conclusion
In this paper the problem of scheduling dependent activities with no resource limita-
tions and arbitrary convex cost functions has been considered. A generic algorithm has
been designed for the general case. The complexity of the generic algorithm cannot
be evaluated since it mainly depends on the existence of an algorithm to compute the
minimum of the convex cost functions of the blocks of the equality graph, what seems
highly unlikely for arbitrary initial convex cost functions of the operations. An e/-
cient polynomial algorithm has been designed for the special case of the usual linear
earliness–tardiness cost function with assymetric and independent penalty coe/cients
and for the two special cases when the precedence graph is an intree or a family of
chains.
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